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Prez's Comments

April "96"

1996 is starting off with Gusto! Brochures and plans'are selling well ...There is a lot
of work here at the shop- so much thall've persuaded Charlie [Fritz] Eisenbeiser to
come out from Connecticut to give me a talented hand and try to do some in House

t h'ca.c. .!ng up.

Apr
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couple weeks of we!! earned vacation - return in time for May open house in OROVILLE
CA.

Serious stuff - Think about it - We've had "3" three incidents that could easily been
accidents and or fatalities - the center section fuel tank is for level cruise fliaht
only - No Pattern work!!! Twice in the past three months rve received caiis about
the Engine Quitting while on cIs tank, one doing touch and goes the other a Fly by
at or over a friends house. The third was a take off and the departure turn at level
off resulted in engine fuel starvation. J
There is a lot of Stardusters being sold. Because there is a big demand for them -
I would like to think that ACFT Systems and fuel Management be a part of Aircraft
"Portfolio". So new owners are aware and prepared-We could write a book on
fuel systems in individualStardusters and the reasons buildersselected them.
Most have their merits and pitfalls. Enough - Again think about it - If your a new
owner, Do YouKnow Your System?

Weather permitting and it '.viii, Ken Ware will be at open House with his New
Starduster. Bryant from Utah and Mike Mattei with his Acro II. See you there -
And hope you all have your reservations for Oshkosh Wautoma - 96.!!!

~
B.C. "Prez" Bill Clouse 1-800-833-9102 Southern California. President Starduster Corp.

Dave Baxter 503-639-8792 Oregon. Editor of Starduster Magazine.

P.S. Lee Holcomb should be atOroville in his New Acro I. Maybe the Van Dykes-
From Pleasant Grove?
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r We would like to thank all of this issues contributers and respond to one and all for some interesting
information and photos.

FRONT COVER - L to R: N80MM Jeff Chamblissof Byron, CA, N]02E BillEwertz of Sonoma, CA and
N94TM Tom Morris of Martinez, CA Picture taken at Merced Fly-inJune 1995.

BACK COVER - L to R: N96576 Dave Baxter editor, N7989 Bob Pisani, San Mateo, CA, N42264 Les
Homan, Livermore CA, N480B Oscar Bayer, Arroyo Grande..CA, N73R John Morgan, Napa, CA,
N373BG Joe Wigant, San Francisco, CA and N292EP Dave Heal. Windsor. CA Picture taken at Starduster
Open House, Santa Rosa, CA, May 1995.

REMINDER: SUBSCRIPTION RENE\V AL

Please mail your checks to Stolp Starduster Corporation. They are due by the first of January
1996. Subscriptions run from January to January of each year. Those who subscribe in the
middle of the year will receive all four issues for that year. Current subscription rates for 1996 are
still $12.00 per year. I don't know how much longer we can do this, due to postage, printing and
handling costs. By 1997 we will more than likely have to raise the cost of a subscription.
Checks should be made out to STOLP STARDUSTER CORORA TION. and sent to 430 I

Twining St., Riverside, California 92509. Thanks.
D.C.B. Editor & B.C. Prez

.;;;;
THE EDITOR IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR TECHNICAL AND EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THIS MAGAZIl'.'E,\VHICH]S DEDICATED TO THE HOME BUILDER AND SPORT AIRCRAFT
ENTHUSIAST. PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE !\rU~1BERAND YOUR
"N" NUMBER ALONG WITH THE ARTICLE SUBMITTED
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ODDS AND ENDS FROM YOUR EDITOR

Well guys, as most of you are probably aware, the weather in my part of the world
has recently left a lot to be desired. Between the high winds in late December to the snow
and freezing rain in the earlier part of January, followed by the pineapple express in
February, which caused over 6 inches of rain to fall in a 24 hour period, resulting in
serious flooding of all the major rivers in the area. This all adds up to having very little
good flying weather. I was however, able to get in about 8 hrs over a 3 months period and
other than having a bunch of trees go down in my back yard, I weathered these natural
disasters intact and I hope you did like wise.

Has anyone noticed that on the cover of the February 3rd issue of Trade-A-Plane, there.
is a picture of Tom Macario's Antique Kinner powered Starduster Too, and Bill Clouse is
his passenger. Photo by Rafe Tomsett:

Anyhow, we have several more first flights to report on. The first is Emmor Porter and
Ron Menhom in their Acroduster Too N513EP it flew for the first time late .last year.
Congratulations guys! Also in mid January of this year, Danny Miller's Starduster Too
N20PD flew for its first time. Dan was also kind enough to send me some pictures and
video of this event. So again congratulations are in order. Letters and pictures will be
elsewhere in this issue.

Over the years several questions keep coming up and I try to answer them as best I can
and have thought about writing an article to address each of these questions. But since I
have copies of the letters,! thought I might just as well reprint them so that everyone who
is interested can read my suggestions for whatever they are worth. The first letters are
about weight and balance and goes right along with the tech tips that will help explain
the problems and solutions pertaining to the Starduster Too.

The last letter is about getting started in the building process, and is my view of how
to get a good start a little cheaper and easier than starting from scratch.

Regarding the landing gear problems on the Starduster Too, we have had several
reports of landing gear failures this past year. There are three basic things that lead to
gear failure. 1. Cold or poor welds 2. Gear not modified to the latest drawing 3. Damage
due to a prior hard landing that has gone unnoticed. The gear generally fails in one of two
situations. The first is by dropping the airplane in from about 3 feet or more. This will
generally bend, stretch, or crack the gear, or bungee truss, and may not be obvious and
could fail sometime later. The second is by letting the airplane get away from you during
roll out. Such as in a ground loop or anytime the airplane gets sideways. This generally
results in the gear collapsing under the airplane and failing at the diagonal stream line
tubing under compression,and at the bungee tube and upper attach point on the main gear
leg. and if you have the old style gear the results can be much worse Included in this
issue is a copy of the latest gear modifications, along with my suggestions Also in this
issue is a article by Jim Osborne regarding gear failure that talks about these very things.

I personally have flown this gear many hundreds of hours all over the United States in
many unusual wind conditions and have had no problems. The secret is pilot proficiency
and the airplane has to be somewhere close to the ground when it quits flying.

'-.

Nov.11 .OrmondBeach,Aa.: Witnesses saw a homebuilt
Starduster SA-300 bank to the left after takeoff, pitch nose-
down and crash. Both occupants were injured, the passen-
ger seriously.
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We have had reports of several recent accidents. one in Ila\\ail and one 111I'lorida.

Does anyone have an~ details. N:: numbers or other IIlformation regarding these
accidents') I don't think either one \\as f~ltal.

We have had one other recent occurrence that could ha\'e a t~lrreaching affect on our
ability to build aircraft at home in our garages. This happened ITlCalifornia which had
been the leader in this type of legislation. These ne\\ hms are aimed at the drug \\aT. but
could effect home builders. Il' you bu~. lease or rent a house and use the property or
building to manufacture drugs, that propert~ can be seized by Ia\'. enforcement officials
and sold at auction. The possibility exists that the 0\\ ner could end up wIth nothing. The
wording of this law could be interpreted to include man~ of the chemicals. glues, resins
and paint used in the construction of home built aircraft. The local police, DEA,and
customs officials have almost unlimited power in these areas. Thus could easily make a
mistake, which could lead to a big problem.

Now for some pleasant news, your editor has the possibility to fly a Great Lakes
Biplane back to Sun and Fun 14th thru the 20th of ApriLI have always wanted to attend
this fly-in at lakeland tlorida and as it looks now I \\'ill probably be able to do so My
tenitive route of flight depending on weather \\ill be south to Southern California and

then east through Arizona, New Mexico, Texas. Louisiana.Mississippi. Alabama. and
into Florida. This should finally give me a chance to visit some of the owners and
builders in the southeast. The tenitive departure date is saturday the 13th of april
hopefLllly you readers will have the magazine by then as i am looking for places to
overnite along with any low and slow 100 MPH airplanes that \\ould like to accompany
me they would certainly be a welcome benefit.

And last, to end on a more pleasant note. some thoughts about the Starduster Open
House. Please call and make reservations earl\'. Also let Iloward FairbanKs LAA VP

Chapter J 112 know if YOUplan on attending the banquet and also iI' yOU\\ant to do the
house boat tour. This is a must. he can be reached at 916-533-8303. All indications are

that this open house will be one of the best ones yet. \\'ith possibly the highest attendance.
So please make every effort to attend. I am certainly 100king fOf\\ard to seeing you all
there \vith your planes.

Ir

D.C.B r:ditor

~
/
I

MY G00D FRIEND I&~ (RED)
MARNOCH OF NAMPA IDAHO)
STARDUSTER TOO IS FOR
SALE IT5FRANKLIN POWERED
AND A GOOD AIRPLANE
PRICE IS $27,500HIS
#208-467-6924 SEE ADS 5
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Owner Advisory

February 7,1996

Dear Textron Lycoming Engine OWll.er:

OA524

Records obtained from the EA.A. indicate that you are the registered owner of an engine model for which a
Mandatory Service Bulletin has been issued.

This Owner Advisory is your notification to review the following information for relevance to your specific
engine and comply with the Service Bulletin as required.

1. Sintered Iron Impellers:

Textron Lycoming requires replacement of all sintered iron oil pump impellers within the next 25 hours of
operation. Sintered iron impellers being replaced are P/N77313, PIN75832, PIN'LW-12897, PIN LW-14038,
PIN LW-14712 and PIN LW-15863. They can be identified by a porous surface finish on the impeller faces.
Engines from List I in Service Bulletin No. 524 with sintered iron impellers which are not in compliance with
any revisions to Service Bulletin No. 454, No. 455, or No. 456 must havekit, PIN05K19423-S installed within...
next 25 hours of operation. "

II. Aluminum Oil Pump Impellers:

TextronLycoming requires replacement of all aluminum oil pump impellersat the next recommended overhaul
nottoexceed2000hoursof operation.Thealuminumoil pumpimpellersbeingreplacedarePIN60747 (except
on GO-435 and GO-480 engines) and PIN L\V-13775. Engines fi'om List II in Service Bulletin No. 524, en-
gines with aluminum oil pump impellers installed in the field, and engines in compliance with Service Bulletin
No. 455, No. 455A, No. 455B, No. 456, or No. 456A, but not with any later revisions, must install kit PIN
05K19423-S at the next recommended overhaul not to exceed 2000 hours.'

Mandatory Service Bulletin No. 524 has been issued for all Textron Lycoming engines in List I and List II of
attached sheets.

Compliance is Mandatory:

Within next 25 hours of operation for engines which have ~intered iron oil impellers and have not complied
with any revisions to Service Bulletin No. 454, No. 455, or No. 456.

At next recommended overhaul not to exceed 2000 hours (2400 hours for 0-235 series engines with extended
TBO) of operation for engines which have steel and aluminum impellers installed or have complied with Service
Bulletin No. 455, No. 455A, No. 455B, No. 456, or No. 456A, but not any later revisions.

Please contact a Textron Lycoming distributor listed on the back or your maintenance facility for detailed infor-
mation and accomplishment of Service Bulletin No. 524.

For field overhauled engines, the overhaul facility must be contacted for information concerning
the oil pump impellers which were installed.
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- ATTACHMENT - OA524

MODELS AFFECTED:

LIST I

All Textron Lycoming engines employing sintered iron impellers as follows:,

NOTE

For the purpose of this Service Bulletin, disregard the 2 or 3 character suffix on the end of the
serial numbers (i. e. -15 or -27A). Any engine which falls within the serial number range speci-
fied for the model, regardless of the suffix, is subject to this Service Bulletin.

0-235 series engines with serial numbers L--10287-15 thru L-13039-15 inclusive.

?

0-290 series engines with serial numbers L-8560-21 thru L-8565-21 inclusive.

0-320 series engines with serial numbers L-28444-27A thru L-47241-27A inclusive.

0-320 series engines with serial numbers L-6673-39A thm L-7118-39A inclusive.

10-320 series engines with serial numbers L-4625-55A thm L-5521-55A inclusive.

AI0-320 series engines with serial numbers L-137-63A thm L-250-63A inclusive.

LIO-320 series engines with serial numbers L-I01-66A thm L-304-66A inclusive.

*0-360, HO-360 series engines with serial n'Jmbers L-15277-36A thru L-23384-36A inclusive.

*10-360, HIO-360-A, -B, -C series engines with serial numbers L-7274-51A thru L-17821-51A inclu-
sive.

LIO-360 series engines with serial numbers L-1G1-67A thm L-I075-67A inclusive.

IYO-360 series engines with serial numbers L-232-58A thm L-233-58A inc]usive.

**0-540 series engines with serial numbers L-14227-40A thru L-18521-40A inclusive.

**10-540 series engines with serial numbers L-8771-48A thru L-16596-48A inclusive.

*NOTE

All dual magneto 360 wide deck series engines that have complied with Service Bulletin No.
455C or Service Bulletin No. 455D are in compliance with this Service Bulletin.

**NOTE

All dual magneto 540 wide deck series engines and allI0-540-PlA5, -R1A5, -SiA5 series
engines were built with large capacity oil pumps. This Service Bulletindoes not apply to these
engines.

NOTE

~
I

Some of the models affected, regardless of serial numbers, that may still have sintered iron im-
pellers are as follows:

1. All remanufactured engines shipped between April 6, 1970 thru April 1, 1981.

.I
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ATTACHMENT- OA524

MODELSAFFECfED (CONT.):
LISTn

All Textron Lycoming engines employing aluminum oil pump impellers as follows:

NOTE

. For the purpose of this Service Bulletin, disregard the 2 or 3 character suffix on the end of the
serial numbers (i.e. -15 or -27 A). Any engine which falls within the serial number range speci-
fied for the model, regardless of the suffix, is subject to this Service Bulletin.

0-235 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-I0286-15, L-13040-15 thru L-24051-15
inclusive except the following: L-24033-15, L-24034-15, L-24035-15, L-24040-15 thru L-24049-15 inclu-
sive.

0-290 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-8559-21.

0-320 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-28443-27A, L-47242-27A thru
L-50133-27 A inclusive.

0-320 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-6672-39A, L-7119-39A thru
L-13788-39A inclusive except for the following: L-13755--39A and L-13780-39A thru L-13783-39A.

10-320 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-4624-55A, L-5522-55A thruL-5897-55A
inclusive.

AIO-320 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-188-65A.

LIO-320 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-I00-66A, L-30S-66A thru L-329-66A
inclusive.

0-340 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-345-30.

*0-360, HO-360 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-15276-.36A, L-23385-36A thru
L-31007-36A inclusive except for the following: L-30988-36A, L-30989-36A, L-30990-36A,
L-30991-36A, L-31001-36A, L-31002-36A, L-31003-36A.

*10-360, HIO-360-A, -B, -C series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-7273-51A,
L-17822-51A thru L-24033--51A inclusive except for the following: L-24020-51A, L-24029-51A,
L-24030-51A, L-24031-51A.

HIO-360-DIA, -EIAD, -EIBD, -FIAD series engines with serial numbers up to and including
L-22579-51A except for the following: L-22311-51A thru L-22313-51A, L-22396-51A, L-22397-51A,
L-22416-51A, L-22546-51A thru L-22549-51A, L-22563-51A, L-22568-51A thru L-22571-51A inclu-
sive.

LO-360 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-544-71A.

LIO-360 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-I00-67 A, L-1076-67 A thru L-1113-67 A-
inclusive.

AIO-360 series engines with serial numbers up to and including L-136-63A, L-251-63A thru L-258-631\
inclusive.
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ATTACHMEN:f'- -OA524
NOTE

Some of the models affected, regardlessof serial numbers, thatmay stfl1have aluminum impel-
lers are as follows: -

1. All remanufactured engine models listed above shiI)peJ prior to March 31, 1985.

2. All engIne models listed above that were overhauled in the field prior to March 3J, 1985.

For field overhauled engines, the overhaul facility mtlstbe contacted for information concerning

the oil pump impellers which were installed;

3. Any 360 dual magneto wide deck series engines that have complied with Service Buletin No.
455, No. 455A, No. 455B, but have not complied with Service BulJetin No. 455C or No. 4550.

2. All engines that were overhauled in the field using any of the following sintered iron impeller.
part numbers:

77313,78532, LW-12897, LW-14038, LW-14712 and LW-15863.

These parts were available from Lycoming distributors between April 6, 1970 thru April], 1981.

For field overhauled engines, the overhaul facility must be contacted for information concerning
the oil pump impellers which were installed. .

3. All engines that have complied with Service Instructions No. 1230 and No. 1272; Service Bul-
letins No. 381 and No. 385.

?

KERRVILLE
Southwest EM Regional Fly-In

CONGRATULATIONS TO
GLEN FRELS OF EL CAMPO
TEXAS FOR HIS RECIENT
BEST BI-PLANE AWARD AT
KERRV.ILLE TEXAS 95

.~r

Best Bi-Wing - Starduster II,
N I0 II Z, Glenn Frels, EI Campo, TX
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aeeident prevention prograDi
u.s. DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIA TION ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C.

FAA-P-8740-5
AFS-800 0478

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
An Important Safety Consideration for Pilots

Aircraft performance and handling characteristics are af-
fected by the gross weight and center of gravity limits. If every
pilot were to understand and respect this fact, general aviation
accidents could be reduced dramatically. An overloaded or Im-
properly balanced aircraft will require more power and greater
fuel consumption to maintain flight, and the stability and con-
trollability will be seriously affected. Lack of appreciation for
the effects of weight and balance on the performance of air-
craft, particularly In combination with such performance-
reducing factors as high density altitude, frost or Ice on the
wings, low engine power, severe or uncoordinated maneuvers,
and emergency situations, Is a prime factor In many accidents.

This review of the fundamentals of aircraft weight and
balance Is provided to acquaint pilots with the effects adverse
loading can have on aircraft performance. Greater understand-
Ing of the problem should encourage caution.

AIRCRAFT WEIGHT

The lifting capability of an aircraft depends upon the airfoil
design of the wing, the speed at which the wing moves through
the air, and the density of the air. It Is the design of the aircraft
wing that limits the amount of available lift and It Is the
available power from the engine(s) that likewise limits the
speed at which the wing can be made to move through the air.
The efficiency of the engine/wing combination Is reduced
when air Is less dense than the established standard day
(barometric sea level pressure of 29.92 Inches of mercury at a
temperature of 59"F). Therefore, every pilot should ascertain
during preflight preparation that the aircraft gross weight Is
within safe limits for the Intended flight, considering the air-
craft performance capahilities. The total weight of baggage,
cargo, and fuel load should be adjusted accordingly to provide
an adequate margin of safety.

Pilots must understand that In many general aviation air-
craft It is not possible to fill all seats, load the baggage com-
partment to capacity, carry full fuel, and remain within approv-
ed weight and balance center of gravity (c.g.) limits. In many
four-place and six-place airplanes, the fuel tanks may not be
filled to capacity when a full complement of passengers and
their baggage Is carried. It will b., necessary to reduce the
number of passengers or baggage weight if the proposed
flight distance requires a full fuel load.

The aircraft performance characteristics adversely affected
by overweight are:

Increased takeoff speed.
Increased takeoff runway length.
Rate of climb.
Maximum altitude capability.
Operational range.
Maneuverability.
Controllability"
Stall speed.

Approach speed.
Landing distance.

Every pilot must consider how these characteristics would af-
fect the aircraft in an emergency situation. Another considera-
tion is hl~~lonS;/an(l/or,f)otandhumi~~
altitude)",cti" 's thesubJ~cicif:an01h$rpubitcatl~
cldent PreventionProgramseries. . .

AIRCRAFT BALANCE

Balance refers to the location of the e.g. along the
10ngltudlnallfx"ls of the alroraft. This Is of primary Importance
to safety of flight. There are forward and aft limits beyond
which the e.g. should not be located for flight. These limits are
established by the aircraft design engineers to assure proper
predictable aircraft control about the horizontal, vertical, and
lateral axis. The operational weight and balance limits for
each aircraft are contained In the aircraft owners or flight
manual. This Information may also be obtained from the FAA
Aircraft Specification or Data Sheets available at most aircraft
maintenance facilities. The weight and balance Information
for each aircraft must be amended when repairs or alterations
have been made that effect a change in the aircraft empty
weight or e.g. location (reference FARs 43.5(a)(4)and 91.31 (b)).
To assure aircraft controllability during flight, the aircraft
must be loaded within the design weight and c.g. limits.

A forward e.g. limit is specified to assure that sufficient
elevator deflection is availableat minimumspeed as for land-
ing. The aft e.g. limit is the most critical during flight
maneuvers or operation of the aircraft. Aircraft stability
decreases as the c.g. moves aft, and the ability of the aircraft
to right Itself after maneuvering will be correspondingly
decreased. The aircraft will be highly unstable In gusting or
turbulent air, making attitude and directional control extremely
difficult.

It, after the aircraft is loaded, the e.g. does not fall within the
allowable limits, it will be necessary to shift loads before flight
Is atte;npted. Theactual locationof the e.g. Is determinedbya
numberof factors under control of the pilot:

-Placement of baggage and cargo.

-Assignment of seats to passengers according to each in-
dividual's weight.

-Fuel load. Selective use of fuel from various tank loca-
tions during flight may aid in maintaining safe balance
conditions.

MANAGEMENT OF AIRCRAFT WEIGHT AND
BALANCE CONTROL

All aircraft are delivered with the empty weight and e.g. data

10



which shall remain with the aircraft records. The aircraft owner
Is responsible to ensure that maintenance personnel make ap-
propriate entries in the aircraft records when repairs or altera-
tions are made to the aircraft. Unless the aircraft flight manual
Is amended when the aircraft empty weight or c.g. changes,
the pilot has no base line for loading calculations and
decisions.

,j'

All pilots need to be familiar with the terms related to air-
craft weight and balance. Some of the more common terms
are:

ann (moment ann)-the horizontal distance, In Inches, from
the reference datum to the Item. The algebraic sign is plus ( + )
If measured aft of the datum and minus ( -) If measured for-
ward of the datum;

center of gravity (c.g.)-the point about which an aircraft
would balance If It were possible to suspend It at that point. It
Is the mass center of the aircraft or the theoretical point at
which the entire weight of the aircraft Is assumed to be
concentrated;

center of gravity limits-the specified forward and aft
points beyond which the c.g. must not be located during flight.
The cog. moment envelope is contained In the aircraft flight
manual and FAA Aircraft Specifications or Data Sheets;

center of gravity range-the distance between the forward
and aft c.g. limits;

datum line-an imaginary vertical plane or line from which
all measurements of arm are taken. The datum Is established
by the manufacturer. After the datum Is selected, all moment
arms and the e.g. range must be computed with reference to
that point;

fuel load-the expendable part of the aircraft load. Fuel
load Includes only usable fuel and not the fuel required to fill
the lines or that which remains trapped in the tank sumps;

moment-the product of the weight of an item multiplied by
its arm. Moments are expressed in inch pound (in.-Ib.);

total moment-the weight of the aircraft multiplied by the
distance between the datum and the c.g.;

moment Index-the moment divided by a constant such as
100,1,000, or 10,000. The purpose of using a moment index is
to simplify computations of weight and balance on large air-
craft where heavy items and long arms result in large, un-
manageable numbers. It Is simply a matter of reduction to the
least common denominator;

mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)-the average distance
from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the wing. The
MAC Is specified for the aircraft by determining the average
chord of an Imaginary wing which has the same aerodynamic
characteristics of the actual wing. Center of gravity Is usually
located at or near the forward 25 percent of the chord;

-

8tatlon-a location in the aircraft which Is Identified by a
number designating Its distance In Inches from the datum. The
datum Is, therfore, Identified as zero and the station and arm
are usually Identical;

u8eful load-the weight of the pilot, copilot, passengers,
baggage, usable fuel, and dralnable 011;

empty weight-the airframe, engines, and all Items of
operating equipment that have fixed locations and are per-
manently Installed in the aircraft. It includes optional and
special equipment, fixed ballast, hydraulic fluid, unusable
(residual) fuel, and undralnable (residual) 011.

A simple and fundamental weight check should always be
made before flight to assure that the aircraft useful load Is not
exceeded.

If there Is the slightest doubt about the loading, It will be ad-
visable to calculate It by using actual weights and moment
arms to determine that the aircraft is loaded within aafe limits.

LOADING INFORMATION:

Aircraft Empty WT x C.G. (ARM) = Moment
Oil WT x ARM = Moment
Pilot and Passenger WT x SEAT (ARM) = Moment
Passengers WT x Seat (ARM) = Moment
Baggage WT x Compartment (ARM) = Moment
Fuel WT x Tank (ARM) = Moment
Aux. Fuel WT x Tank (ARM) = Moment

Add total weight and check against maximum takeoff
weight. If within limits, add the the total moment and divide
by total weight to determine loaded c.g. The loaded e.g.
should be within the fore and aft c.g. limits shown In the air-
craft flight manual weight and balance Information. If not, a
few minor load adjustments may correct the problem.

For your safety, and the safety of your passengers, check
the weight and balance of your aircraft before each flight.
Keep the aircraft gross weight and center of gravity within
prescribed limits.

This publication was prepared to Inform pilots of the
adverse effects of Improperly loaded aircraft. An In-depth
explanation of the subject of weight and balance Is provided
In several FAA advisory circulars available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. They are:

"

AC 91-23A, Pilot's Weight and Balance Handbook
SN 050-<>07-<>0405-2

AC 61-23A, Pilot's Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge
SN 05O.()11-<XJ051-8

AC 43.13-1A, Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and
Practices-Aircraft Inspection and Repair

SN 05O'()11-<XJ058-5
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FROM STARDUSTER HISTORY

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

I must qualify myself regarding weight and balance. It
is not one of my most knowledgeable subjects. I have not
intended this article to be 100% factual in every respect; it
is only written to help owners and builders stimulate their
interest so that they can be better informed as to what is
involved in determining the proper center of gravity for
their airplane.

All one really needs in order to determine the proper
center of gravity is the limits of allowable C.G. travel.
With this, one can do a weight and balance on any airplane.

Some useful information regarding
listed below: .

the Starduster Too is

1. The center of gravity limits are from 18 inches aft of
the firewall to 27 inches aft of the firewall.
Main fuel tank 30 gal., 28 useable; wing tank 15 gal., 14
useable.
Mean aerodynamic chord is 44 inches aft of the datum.
The center of gravity location of the wing tank is
approximately 19 inches aft of the datum.
The tail weight, with the latest landing gear and engine
mount in level attitude, should be around 65 to 100 lbs.
on all models.
As the fuel in the
gravity moves aft.

2.

3.
4 .

5.

6. main tank burns off, the center of

Weight and balance is important with all airplanes,
including this one. However, with the Starduster Too, once
the aircraft is built, it is very difficult to overload the
airplane or move the center of gravity out of limits. This
is so simply because the design does not provide a large
bnggage area and there are only two seats.

Aircraft under construction should be built to the
latest plans. Primarily, the engine mount length should be
longer and the empty weight should be held to the minimum.

Aircraft already built should be changed if at all
practical, or operated with care, taking these conditions
into consideration. ~~veral different weight and balance
combinations should be worked - most forward, most aft; with
or without a passenger; baggage and fuel. Refer to sample
weight and balance sheet included with this article.
(Example #1)

M.A.C. What does it mean? -

The mean_aerodynamic chord on most homebuilt biplanes is
not something most owners or builders are familiar with, and

12



it is not generally included with the weight and balance
information regarding the airplane. And of course it is not
discussed at allan single wing aircr~ft weight and balance
data sheets.

Essentially what M.A.C. means is the percentage of lift
each wing is able to create in relation to the other. A
theoretical lifting point in between the two can be used for
weight and balance purposes. Each wing obviously creates
lift, but one wing is generally considered to be more
efficient than the other. As with model airplanes, one could
easily split the gap, stagger and sweep at 50%, and be quite
successful. However, with real aircraft, there are several
other things that need to be considered.

The three different mean aerodynamic chords that could
be used regarding biplanes are shown in Example #2.

Most air foils have what is called center of pressure or
center of lift (Example #2). It will be referred to as
"C.P." This center of pressure moves on most air foils.
These changes depend upon speed and angle of attack, and for
some air foils it can be from IS! to 35% of the chord. i.e.,
as the speed increases, the center of pressure moves aft,
which makes the airplane more stable or more nose heavy, and
as it decreases it makes the aircraft more tail heavy and
less stable.

Many air foils have center of pressure travel. Ho~ever,
there are some that do not. The M-6 air foil used on the
Starduster Too is one that has a constant center of pressure
as it remains relatively stable throughout the normal flight
envelope. This is one reason Lou Stolp used it on the
Starduster Too.

When working the M.A.C. on biplanes, it is generally
considered that the upper wing ~s more efficient than the
lower. Some of the reasons are that the fuselage covers part
of the lower wing, "I" struts, flying ,.ires and controls also
protrude from the lower wing, plus the lower wing is shorter
than the upper. All this makes it less efficient.

Some of the reasons the upper wing is considered to be
more efficient are longer span, no controls, "I" struts or
flying wires on the upper surface. It is also away from the
fuselage.

The fact that the upper wing is swept back 6 degrees
also has to be considered while working M.A.C.s.

(~

Wings are generally swept back on light aircraft for
three reasons: to help the center of gravity; to increase
the roll rate; and on a biplane, so a person can get in and
out of the front cockpit. It also doesn't hurt the looks.

13



111 'tIle 01 d cI<lYs. vile W3Y to determine the center of
9 r a.v iT Y in r"~ J ;1 t. j 0 n t () L h e c en t e r 0 [ pre s s II r e was top 1.ace FI
:, (j.Iv h 0 r s e U11d f' r Lh e f IIS cIa g e CIt CI poi n t con sid ere d t 0 bet h c
C Ii'II t e r () f pre s S IIr c b ~ L\H' e nth cup per and lower win g S, Rn d
! h ~ n LCInr 0 r ;:1r i J Y In0 11n t: I h ~ e n gin eon a ma v a b 1.e en gin e m0 u n t
so thaL it couJd be moved fore and aft and the actual balance
poi n t C(i l! 1.0 he deL ~ r mi.n f"d . ~ICIII Y air p 1a ne s we red 0 net his way
ano proved Lo be successful.

...

Thcl.c are n [C\-I of the olrler biplanes that were madc'
.,ilh horizoIltCll stabilizers tl1<1t contributed significantly as
a:. 1 i fling surface. It Ls my opinion that in some cases it
""CiSdone La help C1n airern[t thnt already had an aft center
uf gravily conditLon. The othcr reason was to help in the
~pin recovery, as it hp]pC'd keep the tail flying and did not
Ipl the spin he come flat.

~1all yea r 1 y des i g n c r s we r e not p r i viI e g e d wit h the
illform:1tion thnt is avail<lb](' to LIS today, and so tried
d ifrerent suIutj OilS to resolve problems that have long ago
1It-'en designed out or today's airplFlnes.

It: is my opJIIJon that horizontal stabilizers should noL
have dr[)slic angles of incidence. If on your airplane the
hod.zont;:llstabilizer is at the maximum positive angle of
incjdellce, you shollld he suspiciolls of an 8ft center of
sriJvity cOlldition and vice \'£'1"sa.

It js also my opinjqn that about 70% of all four
e:y 1 i n d e rL ycom "in g p 0\. pre d S tar 0 us t e r s are flying in the a f-t
~Ild or Lhe C.r,. One of the reasons why the weight and
h,,]nnce \vrtS not changed or recognized to be a problem until
l hem i d I ') 7 0 ' S \. a s d u C' tot h e f act the pro tot YpeS tar d u s t e r
N<)L1SOS was totally destroyed before much flight testing cOlild
IH> done.

The second StardusLer prototype, N1300S, W8S powered by
an 0470 230 liP six cyli,nder Continental, a much h~avier
~ngine. This resulted in a much better C.G. condition.
Another contributing factor is the M-6 air foil with its
constant center of pressure. Many pilots have flown
S1srdusters with this airfoil iri aft C.G. conditions and have
6~ated the airplane flew and felt fine, although the weight
and balance numbers proved it to be otherwise. There was an
~rLicle in the old Civil Aeronautic81 Manual (C.A.M.) #18
" ('gn rdin g the we jgh t bn 1anee 0[ biP1anes . IL was the
proccdurc thnl took plac(' if there was no existing
illfnrmation from the manufacturer regarding weight and
ha]ance, and it used the 20% M.A.C. for those purposes.

There also "is n very good article regarding weight and
balnnce \lirittenby Jim Osborne in the April 1976 issue of
0L(l r d u ~ t e r t1a g a z j.!1~> " \
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H(' i g h t n nd n a 1a nee Ex-nmpIe H2

T II (' l II I-C (' d iff C'r (' n t men n n e rod y n a mj c c h 0 r d s for
II E'I e r m in i n g t II (' celli (' r of pressure de p (' n di n g II po n air foil,
ni-rplallc, nnd poi1ll-of-v;c\o/ are listed below in Example 62.

2 () 7n cI ()\" II r r () III t II P \I P per win g wh i c h g e n era 11 y res u 1 t s
i II n 111() I. (' II 0 ~H' -- II (' n \' y C () II d i t i. 0 n .
:33 % d 0 \0/n r r () III l II (' II II per wi n g wh i c h g e n e r-a 11 y res u 1 t S
ill a !I1ore nelllrni condition.

ItO% down from the upper wing which generally
" lI10rc tni I-hp.nvy c01ldition

results in

EXAMPLE 1/2 CP of IIpper wing taking into consideration
(, dearee swee

21Z1~.~
.. -;--,.JoJ'.

- '11i'~~

~)t2I~~
(-il-iP

111:'\ The' ,- ti!ass Ce~!tEt~ .:,f Gt'clvity 1I1I.Ist be

\JIl ahr,ao ~ C£>Yt' d p,'ess..tI'e-----
r--St <'0"'''' -J . CP c.f I

f-.-LhOt~d-

N.:.\; tc' scalE:?

,(
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APRIL 1976 STARDUSTER MAGAZINE

Y E 0 L D E W E I G H T AND B A LAN C E Jim Osborne

In the beginning there were the brothers Wright, both Wilbur and Orville.

And they did look about them and see that the air was vacant of manmade flying

machines. And they said one to another, "Lo, this is not good. Let us make

parts of wood and cloth and attach them one to another and power this device
with an engine which burneth gasoline. And with this device let us ascend

into the air and go from one place to another."
~

And so it came to pass that the first flying machine_~as created, and

the brothers Wright looked upon it and pronounced it good. And this machine
did resemble a two wing turkey, with the tail in front. For the machine flew

fitfully and erratically, darting first up and then down, as the operator

tried to stay level by moving the tail in front, which configuration came to
be called Canard.

(

And there arose other wise men and prophets who said, "Yea, verily,

this configuration called Canard is no good. F.Jr the wing is the lifting sur-

face, and the horizontel tail is the balancing surface." And they drew
pictures and graphs to show how the configuration called canard was unstable.

BALANCING
UP LOAD

.ONfAIL

FWD~ ~
C.L.

+=:
C.G. F~
STABLECONFIGURATION

BALANCING
DOWN LOAD

0 N {AIL "

c. G.
UNSTABLE CANARD CONFIGURATION

And the gospel of these wise men spread throut th& land and everyone
said, "Yea verily, the prophets have spoken. With the balancing tail in back,

our flying machines are stable. With the balancing tail in front, our machines

become possessed of demons and dart about erratically, perhaps cracking up, and

killing people. And this gospel was proclaimed throut the land, even from
those founts of wisdom called "Colleges", and "Universities".

And in the latter years there arose the young prophet called "Rutan".
He abided in the desert. ~nd from there he proclaimed, "The old gospel is

false. It is not true that the canard configuration is possessed of demons.
Lo and behold. I have created the machine called Variveggen. And it flies

in a stable manner". And this prophet did gather followers and did challenge
the sacred words of the older prophets. And he further created another flying
machine called "Varieze". And this mach.ine flew wondrous well. So that the

prophet Rutan received aclaim from far and near. And the wise men in "Colle-
ges" and "Universities" were forced to reexamine their beliefs.

The beliefs, ideas, and opinions, concerning weight and balance, of one
not-so-wise man called Jim Osborne are now presented. Examine them critically.

They may, or may not be correct. Your opinions and criticisms would be
appreciated.

It seems apparent that the ideas held by so many people for so many years

concerning Canard instability are false. After several years of thinking and

studying about the matter, I now hold the following opinions:

(1) All structure presenting a horizontel surface to the wind functions

as an airfoil. It may lift, depress, or be neutral.
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(2) All airfoil surface should be considered, and a center of lift
for the whole machine should be determined. This conflicts with the old idea

that the wing only .should be considered in determining the center of lift.

.(3) As a practical matter, the wing and horizontel tail only, can be

considered in determining the center of lift.

(4) For a stable machine, the center of gravity should always be in

4front of the center of lift of the machine, not just the wing.

Consider the following theoretical machine. Postulate two wings, identical,
in size and shape, connected by a line, both wings with the same amount of
incidence.

C.L.
R.WING

d

C. L.

MACH.

t
C. G.

C.L.

YING

~FWD

TOP VI EW
MACH.

""

t* I.

It is obvious that each ~ing has a center of lift, and the ~enter of lift

of the entire machine is exactly halfway between the C.L. of the front wing,

and the C.L. of the rear wing. To be stable, the center of gravity should be

in front of the C.L. machine. Note that the C.G. can be considerably aft of

the trailing edge of the forward wing, and the machine is still stable.
Placing the C.G. in front of the C.L. machine means the incidence of the rear

wing must be decreased. This means the front wing carries more of the load.

Moving the C.G. forward to the C.L. of the front wing means it carries all the
load. 'Moving the C.G. in front of the C.L. of the front wing means the back

wing has negative lift. The front wing carries more than the weight of the

airplane in level flight. It must support the download of the back wing as

well as the weight of the airplane. This is the way many horizontel tails'
function. It is obvious that the farthur the C.G. is moved forward, the

faster the stall speed, tHe slower the climb, and the slower the cruise speed.

For max performance the C.G. should be right on the C.L. for the entire machine.

This will make the airplane tend to porpoise in level flight, and is a good

reason for keeping the C.G. slightly forward.

Now postulate a conventional' configuration.

larger than the rear wing.

The front wing is considerably

C. L.
MACH

C. L.
R..W.

.

FWD

TOP VIEW \ I C.G.

, 4* 2 . MACH.

We can see that, with equal incidence, the C.L. of the machine is still behind

the C.L. of the main wing. Putting the C.G. in front of the C.L. of the machine

requires the rear (small) wing to have less incidence and less lift. Putting

the C.G. in front of the C.L. of the main wing again requires negative lift
from the small rear wing. Again, performance suffers, although not as much
as in the first situation.
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Let us now consider a canard situation. Big wing in the rear, little
in front. C.L.

C.L.MACH

R.W.1 t ~.~:

~FWD v CG
.!OPVIEW .3. MACH.
We can see that the C.L. of the machine is now.fOFward of the leading

edge of the main wing. Putting the C.G. forward of the C.L. MACH means we have

a weight and balance situation which appears drastically different from

situation #2. If we consider only the main wing, in each case, it appears
that a canard must be much more nose heavy than a conventional airplane.

However, when we determine the C.L. of the machine, in each case, the most
desirable location for the C.G. is just slightly forward of the C.L. machine.

In each case, the incidence of the rear wing must be less than the incidence

of the front wing for a stable configuration. And as the C.G. shifts around,
the incidence of the moveable wing must change, to maintain a level flying
attitude.

Conclusions that we may now draw, are as follows.

1- In order to fly straight and leve~, the C.L. and the C.G. of all

machines,must coincide,when in fiight. - -
2- In order to make the C.L. & C.G. coincide, incidence must be

adjusted, i~either-the-front .or ~ear.wing.

3- In order to be stable in pttch, the front wing must have' more 'incidence
than the rear wing, when in level flight.

4- The greater the difference in incidence between the front & rear

wing, the more performance suffers.

5- The allowable C.G. range is from the aft limit, .which may border on

instability to the forward limit, which is as far forward as you
can go and still be able to"get the tail down for landing. -

6- The desirable C.G. position is just forward of the C.L. of the machine.

Now, -let us runa weight and balance on a .Starduster Too. We will use the

firewall as our Vertical reference, and the-top longerons as our Horizontel
reference.

With the plane,in an absolutely level attitude, weight the main wheels, and
the tail wheel. Three scales may be used, or one. If one.is used, it must

be shifted to the three locations, and each wheel weighed one at a time.

Drop a plumb bob from the firewall. Measure the distance from the fire

wall' web to the main wheels and to the tail wheel. Plug these weights and

m~asurements into the formulas given below, and you can determine the exact

C.G. location of your bird. The closer you are to the Aft C.G. limits, the

better your bird will perform. Approach the forward C.G. limit and you will

h~ve .a very stable machine. Make your first flight with the horizontel tail
level. with the top longerons, and the trim tab in neutral. If you have to

hold forward stick, increase the incidence in the horizontel tail. Decrease

the incidence if stick back pressure is required for level flight.
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STAROUSTER TOO SA300
WEIGHT a BALANCE
TYP.. MAIN TANK ONLY. NO WING TANK

01

FIREWALLWEB

--.----

02

HORIZ. DATUM: TOP LONGERON - SHOULD BE LEVEL

VER'T.DATUM: FIREWALL WEB -

FWD C.G. LIMIT: 18.0

AFT C.G.LIMIT: 21.0

EMPTY WEIGHT C.G.(INCLUDES ENGINE OIL)

WEIGHT
474
476

50
1000

D. 01CRlfR21'"02(R31.~+ 181(50) . 16.22
RI+R2+R3 1000

MAX. FORWARD C. G.

AIRCRAFT EMPTY WEIGHT
PilOT

FUEL, MAIN TANK

r
WEIGHING POINT

RIGHT (RO
LEFT (R21
REAR (R3)

..If!.. 30090 .22 2"TW 1355 .

MAX. AFT C. G.

r
\

AIRCRAFT EMPTY WEIGHT
PilOT
PASSENGER
BAGGAGE

TM :I 36120 .21
TW I ~6t)

WEIGHT
1000

175

L80-
1355

WEIGHT
1000

175
175

I 0

1360

ARM
16.22
70

9

ARM
16.22 .

70
42
90

R3

MOMENT
16220
12250

1620

30090

MOMENT
16220
12250
1350

900

36120
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bl

rll;tEWALL wtl

HaRtz. DATUM:tali LoNGEhoN-sHoULb'BE LEVEL
VERT.DAtUM: FIREWALLWEb
FWDC.G. t:.tMit: 18.0
AtT C.G.LIMit: 21.0

~ EMpTYWEIGHt c. b.U~~UJb~s'IHtGtNEb'~) .1

~ wtlitl!t..' :.' ","..

RIGHtUU> \530' 4043.9.
l~Ft tA2t ~.:53C' . 4043..9 . .

REAhtit!, "..9?." ; ~
AVERAGB.EMPrY W.BIGHT ~~1 0- ~. .'- .- _.~21.19
D. ounU.R2.,-t- 02tR3) it 7.~'(5.3O+J.J(J~+181(~.0),:=2f~.1.9

RI.f.R2+R3. .

MAX. r:o"WA~b t. G.

AIRCRAFT EMf'tv WEIGHt. .
PiloT'

~UEl, MAtN tANt<
FUEL. WING TANK

.I1t :III. .)99.9.). 5, ~. 23..7
iW'~

~AX. At:t C. G;J '

. AthcRAFT ~MPty WEIGHT
PILot
PA9SENG£A
BAGGAGE
NO PURL

EXAMPLE Li... .

STARbUSTER.too SA300
WEIGHTa BALANCE
TYP.. MAIN TANK .AND. ~ ~ WtNGTANt<

.'" ."--

b2

..

WEiGHt
'-:'1150

. "175
180

. ~o;
lS~f

ARM
.21..t9,:'
: 7,Q"

9
19..5

WEtGHT . A~M
.' 1150. 2t~'19'

: 17.5 .,'. '., .
! 75.;4~: . : .

. .1 O' - ..9o' I

..~.

20 * 44:~~;~~; =: 2~..~.

----

MOMENT
24)68'.5 .

12250
1620

j755
. 39993.5

MOMENT
- 2tt.)68..5

12250 -
7350--

900
44868.5



COpy LETTERS ABOUT WEIGHT & BALANCE
AND LANDING GEARr--

(

I'm not sure where to start, but here goes. I have copies of at least a dozen weight and balances
regarding the Starduster Too as well as the "original" design weight and balance (copies enclosed). I also
have several copies of articles regarding weight and balance, and have some blank sheets for you to play
with. As for your original weight and balance and current numbers, none of them are worked like the copies
I have, not that there wrong, but everything I have worked is from the firewall using it as the datum, CG
range is 18" to 27" aft of the firewalL Your appears to be from 20" to 26" By converting it from the prop
flange to firewall, and by subtracting 40" from all the original arms makes the numbers workable with my
CG information. This places your main gear center approximately 4" aft of datum/firewall webb. Just
guessing, I have worked several weights and balance sheets based on the data you supplied and using
Stardusters I Lou Stolp format There is no question that it is in the aft end of the CG. But it is not quite as
bad as what your numbers show. Depending on which M.AC. you subscribe to (example: Lou Stolp 33%)

Now for the questions you've asked.

#1 As you can see by the original weight and balance information N94505's empty weight 1000 lbs,
gross 1704 lbs. "G" loading is 6+ and 6- with an ultimate of 9 "G"'s. The prototype airplane N94505, had
no electrical system, no CIS prop, no center section fuel tank, and no extras, gyros upholestry or creature
comforts. By todays standards a well built Starduster Too with all the above mentioned items and with a
weight conscious builder should have an empty weight of around 1250 lbs. You can set the gross weight at
what ever you want I set mine at 1850lbs. However anything over 17041bs, requires a new load factor to
be calculated. This in its self is not a problem, provided the pilot stays with in the new "G" load rating. The
problem you have as well as many Starduster Too owners and builders is where the weight is located.

(- #2,3,4.) By putting 100 Ibsoflead under the front of the motor it would only move the empty weight CG
forward approx. one inch, it would also make the tail lighter, which would in turn help the weight and
balance. Enclosed is an ad that was in the January 1986 Starduster Magazine, advertising lead ballast for
sale. lY. Winthrow Central City, Kentucky, builder ofN27N, 1985Reserve Grand Champion,used it
initiallyperhaps if you call him he could answer your questions and he might even still have the weight

#.5) As far as CIS props are concerned there is no adaptor I am aware of to extend the prop. But there is a
propeller made for the Piper Twin Comanche. That had a 5 to 6 inchextension built right into the hub. This
required a differentDynafocalenginemount Most all engineswere 30 degree DynafocaL The Twin
Comanches were I think 18 degree, so even if you found one of these props at the right price you would still
have to have a new enginemount made. And if you do that you might as well make it a little longer and use
the prop you already have.

#6.) Yes other folks have had this problem. See enclosed information.
You are a heavy pilot but not the heaviest, and yes losing weight would help. However you shouldn't have
to. I would suspect that 70% of all four cylinder powered Starduster Toos are flying in the aft end of the
center of gravity.

I would like to hear about some of the other problemsthat came with your bird. Perhaps I will see
you at the Starduster Open House May 3,4,5, 1991at Flabob in Riverside. Please try to attend.

Here are some of my ideas that may be of some help to you.

('

1.) I use a soft nylon travel bag with clothes and heavy items, ahead of the front control stick bungee corded
to diagonal tubes located behind the main fuel tank, it fits under the passengers knees, I limit my baggage
compartments upper and lower to 25 lbs max.( example 2 sleeping bags one tent, and one ground cover, the
headrest compartment has survival gear and first aid kit as well as one quart of oiL
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2.) Remove any and every non-essentialpiece of equipment, upholestry, hardware and instrument from the
front cockpit back. Weigh everythingand add it up Make new floor boards, and lighter cushions. Keep
fuel tanks, wing and main full as much as practicaL Full fuel keeps the CG forward, move the battery to the
firewallor up to the motor mount, maybeeven try two batteries in series

3.) Build a new horizontal stabilizerand elevator to the latest plans. Do not put lead in the counter balances
on the elevator, go on a weight reduction in this area. Do anythingyou can to make it lighter or get rid of it
Remove lower tail brace streamlinetubing and replace it with 1/4round stainless tie rod wires, replace push
pull tubes from pilot to elevator with aluminumtube as used on earlier glassairs.

4.) Of course the thing that needs to be done is to buy or build a longer engine mount for your weight and
engine propeller combination A 25 inch mount would probablybe about right I realize this would be
major work, but it is probably the correct solution.

5.) As far as squirrelylanding at aft CG's are concerned, all of the problem is not with the CG. Most of the
Stardusters built prior to 1974 had early landinggear locations, (examplecontact point center of wheel axle
directly under the firewall in level flight), over the years it was moved back several inches at a time. Your
appears to be approx. 4 inches aft of the firewall. The current dimensionis 8 inches aft of the datum firewall
webb. This result in a 55 to 65 pound tail weight in levelflight With the tail on the ground it increases by
approx. 15 Ibs. Many of the early Starduster Toos weighed 1751bsor more on the taiL This coupled with a
lowtimetailwheelpilotsresultedinnumerouslandingaccidents .

You do understand the differencebetween a tail wheel aircraft and a nose wheel aircraft. Regarding landing
gear geometry. Example: on a tail wheel airplane the mass CG is behindthe main gear, the heavier the tail
coupled with higher landingspeeds, due to over weight airplanes makes roll out and pilot skillmuch more
demanding than the lower tailweights. The opposite is the case with nose wheel airplanes as CG is ahead of
the maingear and at touch down tends to straighten out the direction of traveL

An aeronautical engineer friend of mine once told me the formula for landinggear location based
on the center of gravity location. For tail wheel aircraft, I have been unable to locate it But it is a moot
point if the gear is 8" aft of the firewalL The M.A.C. used should probablybe closer to 20% rather than the
33% used by Lou. This along with the arms As you can see get quite creative notice the distance of
tailwheel from firewall, it could be anywhere from 178"to 185"inches the higher the number the more aft
the CG. Many people use the shorter distance to make the numberswork. Also the arms for pilot,
passenger, fuel, and baggage have, and can be altered to make the (6100k better, (see enclosed Weight &
Balance). There is one other reason that hasn't been mentioned and that is the M-6 airfoiL See weight and
balance information Starduster History pg.22, regarding the M-6 airfoil, even with aft CG conditions the M-
6 airfoil is very helpful and in my opinion has helped to save many lives, any other airfoilwith moveable
c.P.'s could be deadly on this airplane at aft CG's. A symetricalairfoilused on aerobatic aircraft requires
accurate CG information so that stall an spin recovery are predictable. I base my opinion on the fact that
many Starduster Too's have been flown hundreds of hours with aft CG conditions, yours included.

However I would not want to fallout of any aerobatic manuever while flyingone of these airplanes.
Most owners, builders, and pilots who fly the Starduster Too, soon realize that the airplanewas not intended
for aerobatics and fly them accordingly. Most of the fatal accidents with Stardustcr Too have been low
altitude Acrobatics and in many cases they took a friend with them. I suspect that most were in the aft
condition and when the manuever was screwed up the airplanewas unrecoverable especiallyat low altitude.
Even well trained airshow pilots make mistakes So it hardly comes as a surprise, that would be Acrobatics
pilots of Starduster Toos should get proper trainingby a competent instructor that is familiarwith this type
of airplane, they should have lots of altitude, wear parachutes, and have an aircraft in the proper center of
gravity limits (example 20% in my opinion)

I'm sure that now, youdo not want a good CG on paper, you want the real world airplaneN
to have a forward CG, as opposed to aft.
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As you can see by my weight and balance numbers, even mine leaves something to be desired
With minimum fuel, two people and baggage nose down trim is required Mine has a 23" motor mount

because I was not sure what propeller I was going to end up with. Well anyway I hope this information
helps to enlighten you.

On another note if you do plan on attending the Starduster Open House, there are several
Starduster Owners in the New Mexico area, one of which attends every year. Perhaps you can meet each

other and fly in together. I am trying to get one hell of a turnout this year. Their names are Larry Rydberg,
12404 Domingo NE, Albuquere, New Mexico 87123, Phone #'s (home) (505)294-1961 (work Larry's
Custom Cycle) (505)294-0485 N530RL Starduster Too The other person is Ken Humphreys. PO Aox
1546 Moriarty, New Mexico 87035, phone #'s unknown N2581 Starduster One.

Thanks so much for the pictures and information I did not have any pictures of Tom Macrario's
antique SID Too and really appreciate this as I collect this kind of stuff

Well so long for now, if there is anything else I can help you with please advise

Sincerely,

David C. Baxter
5725 SW. McEwan Rd.

Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
(503) 639-8792

P.S. You owe me about $5.00 for copies and postage or you can wait and buy me lunch at the Starduster
Open House! I!

r, LYCOMING FL YEA

Throttle Jockeying - Bad Technique

Does Throttle Jockeying, i. e., rapid movement of throttle
from low to high power settings, have an affect on spark plug
operations? It certainly ddes - and here's how.

The deposits formed on spark plugs during extended idle
or low power settings are electrically conductive to some ex-
tent. However, sudden elevations of temperatures cause them
to change chemically through stages to increasingly higher elec-
trically conductive compounds. Misfiring then can occur if the
gaps become bridged or the material covers a sufficient area
of the insulator nose.

Low temperature carbon deposits formed on spark plugs
during idle or low power can normally be removed by perform-
ing a proper engine "burn-out". This is accomplished by slowly
opening the throttle until full power is achieved. Should misfire
occur during power application, decrease power slightly until
all plugs fire consistently for approximately 15 to 30 seconds,
and again slowly open the throttle until full power capability
has been achieved.

DISCOURAGE THROTTLE JOCKEYING AND GET
BETTER PLUG AND ENGINE PERFORMANCE!

r (Courtesy of Champion Spark Plug)"

A Daily Engine Preflight Checklist

1. FUEL - look for signs of fuel dye which means leaks,
check amount of fuel, drain for water.

2. OIL - check for leaks, check oil level.
3. EXHAUST SYSTEM - check for white stains which are

exhaust leaks at the cylinder head or cracks in stacks, check
condition of heat muffs for cracks or leaks.

4. COWLING AND BAFFLES - checkfor cracks in cowl-
ing and baffles, check for proper position of baffles, secure
cowling fasteners.

5. AIR FILTER - good tight fit, good condition.
6. ANYTHING LOOSE OR UNATTACHED - wires or

lines, fuel pump, bird's nests, rags, etc.

The average pilot is not sure what he is looking for when
he lifts the cowling to do a daily preflight. He can easily
memorize the six items just listed, which will serve as a helpful
guide.
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COpy OF LETTER ABOUT WEIGHT & BALANCE

It was wonderful to talk with you about Stardusters during our recent telephone conversation. I
am sorry to hear about all the problems you have had with your airplane and am glad you have
fmally resolved them to your satisfaction. Weight & Balance has been and still is a problem for
many Stardusters and I have received several letters describing the same trouble.

It is unfortunate that this information was not made available to all owners and builders many

years ago, along with the forceful details. Previously in issues of'Starduster Magazine Jim
Osborn warned owners and builders about weight and balance problems starting as early as 1975.

Even before this Will Neubert editor of Stardusters International (cir 1970 to 1974) wrote on
several occasions about weight & balance problems. But most interest is Fred Meyer's book on
"Building the Starduster" first published in 1970 and subsequently offered for sale in Sport
Aviation during that time. It addresses the subject in great detail, avocating a 24" mount when the
plans called for a 17" mount. Many builders were afraid to do anything other than what the
planes called for and subsequently built airplanes with not only CO problems but with the landing
gear as well.

1myself knew about the problem as early as 1981, after being away from Sport Aviation for
over 10 years and during my research for publication of Starduster History I came to the same
conclusion that they did after working the munbers in detail. This prompted me to write about it
so that owners and builders would be informed.

I am also quite aware of Harry Oellickers weight & balance calculations and have copies of the
same. I also agree that if one is going to do much aerobatics that his numbers should be favored.

But for normal weekend flying I still think the 33% M.A.C. is acceptable and as I am sure you
are aware of the pecularities of the M-6 airfoil as well as biplane S stall characteristics I.E. angle
and incidence between the two wings which softens the stall. This of course is with a 24" mount
and an airplane built paying attention to detail.

My airplane has worked well for me when I fly by myself the trim is in neutral. It is only when
I load it up passanger, baggage and low fuel does the trim go toward the nose down. After flying
the airplane almost 500 hrs in little over 2 'l2years and with over half the time being cross country
and at gross weight, I have found that it flys quite normally. The only thing that would make it
better in more horsepower as it does not preform well at high elevations or high altitude. But then
neither do Pipers or Cessnas. So all in all I can't complain.

I have met a number of builders who have either told me they have no intention of changing

their engine mount or landing gear (to much work cutting it apart) and later being sorry that they
didn't and the ones who did, at my urging, were very happy the did. Well enough of this for
whatever it's worth.

Enclosed is a current copy of Starduster History as well as some pictures. I hope you get the
time flown off so you can go to the Starduster Open House with us, but either way 1plan on
stopping by to see you. If I can help you with any other information please let me know.

Sincerely,

David C. Baxter

P.S. Also enclosed is a copy of the article you asked for on avionics box for the Starduster Too.
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STARDUSTER .TOQ LANDlNG :GEAR PROBLEMS' 1,1'..

, ' 'by Jim osborne, ,

FOE' some .reason, thlssprlng, there has ',been ai1tlhusual ttumbler 'of3Jand1~ ,gear -accldeli'ts' inv:.lving STAimusTm 1ooi8.' 'These 'ie!~cidet1tb: ba~6: dcourred ,on"the;,East I.
Coast as, ~eii, ~6 the 'West:'t:oast. " ~ '

Now, one explanation of. theae accidents' ~ight~e as roliovs.1 ~&e eccideats are
-Without t1rec~~ent in number. 'Therefore 'it 1s iikel~at most of -the.. e.repilot
error. iIftV~s,t1gation diScloses thitt most accldehts' tlo,'ln Cadt, ',1:iappen ei.ther to
low time 'Pliot-s, or to pilots who ha.e little tailar~ger 1t1111e.I 'Theretore it would
seem logic~l'to s~ that the pilots \nvolved need t~'upgrade ~beir'skill ,in 'flying
biplane t~ildraggers.

Another theory. (PQpular with those vho have had accidents) is,that the'~anding
gear design is not strong enough. . .

, .

Perh~ps there 1s Bornetruth in both ~iewpoints. :

The Starduster Too land.ing gear was designed to collapse'or fail,'betpre demage
vas done to the i"use.lage. . The g~ar is ~aS1erj ilnd cheaper, 4;0, repair than :1s the
tuselage. It v~s <designed. to lake ~n impact :108011ot2.~'g's at.e. :gross :weight ot ,

1704 vounds.
" ,':,

Bowev~r, many, perhaps' iu~st, S~ardtister Too. s' are like 'the l~ on a tiet,. ;iq. a;
word, overweight. Com~ine ~his overweight with ~dme hard 'or 8rouodlOoping ,landings
and it might be argued that the gear should be a bit stronger.

A third tactor, vhich I have personally noticed, is that'~any ~vners have the 4IW
safty cable vhich wraps atoun4 the gear, on mu~h'too tight. This,~atet7,cable is
on tor one purpose only; and that is to keep the gear trom'collapsing it th~ shock
cords break~ It 1s NOT on, the~ tb keep the shocks from bree.ktng; but only: to .

save the situation in case they DO break. If the Bat'etT 'Cable .i.& too tight, the
gear will hit the cable,hard, b~~ore the shocks have hardly extended,1o~lI1Selve~.
This means that the cables w111 probably ,bend the top .cross piece. It' the hit is

.,,'

hard enough, and the bend great enough, the welds holding the ~roS8 piece in place
will fracture, and we have anothexl landing gear accident. Such. an accident could
have been preven

,ted by making the ~B.ret~ cables 1
,

'.

come off the rebound "Ad ~h.y. At. 1 PAd: ..l1 nches. S

Another safety habit we should getlnto, is to inspect the gear after hard ,landings.
Professional, and military pl1ot~ do ~his as a matter ~t routinei It Tau have had
a bad day practicing landings, the least you can do before putting your bird to
bed, is to carefully inspect the landing gear for dam4ge. Usually. a gear bends a
little. or gives a little,before letting go entirely. A safety inspection after
an unusually hard landing might spot this incipientdamage.

We are modifying our gears to the extent 'of mak1ngthetop crose braces, which the
shocks wrap around, out of l-l/~ x .065 tubing. We suggest you do the same, par-
ticularly if you have an extra heavy'TOO, or are a relatively ~neXperienced tail
dragger pil~t. . .

The same gear, almost, is used Oh the Jl.CRODtJSi'ERTOO. I have personal1,. 'flown

this Bear many many hours, and mad.~ ~any ,hard landingG. I haTe inspectedthe:
gear caref~lly after such landings, and ha~eo far fbund ria evidence Qf damage.

Therefore, I believe the gear, as deS1grted., 'tse.d~quate tor '81.1'n.onnal tlying and
quite hard,landings, provided th~ safety cable 'ls properly Installed~ I If you have

a standard gear,'and are areasonably good 'PU6tI ',?U should 'ie'{). K.

If you are just no~ building~ or rebui1d.irig'your landing g~arJ'we suggest you
t"t'te.$~,~~ st'le- or 11t~ fff CAoSS p~

e
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NEW MODS ON LANDING GEAR
1'''DENOTES CHANGE- CAUTION SAFTEY CABLE MUSTALLOW 4" OF GEAR TRAVEL

r - --7'-'

Y r-' --1 ~~ r"4.

"--. .--J-L
DETAIL-14 a -IS 1 t

CEMENT OR SCREW PADIN PLACE J. I

r-

21

HOLES MUST ALIGN

~PACER (2)
1-1/2 LONG

32-518
(TO OUTBOARD fACE OF-J)

I.WELD THIS ON FIRST
2.FLATTEN WITHtoRCH

a HAMMER
3. WELD THESE LAS

1/2 It. ;f:

18 BOLT(2)

20 WASHER(4)

22 NUT (2)

, ~'T'UT '~) r

~+- ~
t ,II'~~_~,

:~,t-=. ~"l~~

I-I~~" i '-1 . 5:~STA ~J~,~.34
REAR STRUTI FUS. FITTING

PLATES ARE .090

I6)BUSHING
REAM TO 5116
MAKE 1-3/4 LONG
.FILE TO SIZE AFTER WElJ)ING

j-1-1I2+j, , STAI 1-113 . .
FRONT STRUT/FUS,;'(
FITTING. PLATES ARE

.090.
N
C)\

S/16R.
DETAIL-3 BACKPLATE

1/4 OIA- <4HOLtS
DRILL a POSITION UPON
BRAKE INSTALLATION

/~ - ~11.-5DItr TOPNEW ADDITIC"
,

A

-¥--

'-

-

VIEW A-A

Z-USE AIRCRAFT CERTIFIED STEEL.
I-ALL STEEL IS 4130, CONO. N
NOTE: COPYRIGHT 1975

I PC 4130 SHEET ,090.3. 36
I PC 4130StfEET 071.9.9 -

2 SPACER 1-518..058112 -ZE
2 COTTERPIN AN380-4-8 -25
4 I'nTTER PIN AH380-2- 3 - 24
2 NUT AN310-6 -23
2 NUT AN310 -5 -2~
4 .WASHER AN960-616 -21
" WASHER AN960-516 -20
2 BOLT' AN6-30 - -19
2 BOLT AN5-22 -18
2 BUSI-WlG 112 : .Q~S -17
2 . BUSHING 7/1611.065 -16
2 PAD BELTING 1/4 -15
'2 HOUSING .071 SHT. - 14
2 BRACE RD 1/211.0351126 -13
2 STRUT S. L. 2.36011.0491143 -12
2 BRACE'RD. 3.A4..049.20 -II
2 BRACE RD. 1/8. .065. 16 -10
1 BRACES.L.L68S..049.48 - 9
1 BRACE.S.L..6BS..0<49.48 -8
1 STRUT h.06S.36 -7
I STRUT 211.065.36 -6

. 'D7.-~~.)r,.O'71 -5STAROiJSTER -4
STARDUSTER -3
.STARDUSTER - 2

SA300-14- I
NUMBER

-1-7

4
3
!
I

ITEM

...z:L
SCALE:

DATE'
DRAWN:

STRESS:

CHECKED:,

n .In fig X Ot;9
ASSEh1BLY-
LANDING GEAR
MODEL SA300

STOLP STARDUSTER
CORPORATION
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~~COMPUTER GROUP
Greengate Professional Building Route 30 West Greensburg,PA 15601 (412) 837-7191

10/23/95

.-' '~"Y"

.....

Dear 'BC'

"

Here are the photos I promised on the newest Acroduster. N513EP. It was
started by Francis Burkhardt formerly of Monument CO. In 1989 the project was
purchased by Earl Biter of Florida. It was purchased by Emmor Porter of Mt.
Pleasant PA in 1993and completed a couple months ago. It is SIN 325 powered
by 260HP 10540 witha Hartzel constant speed prop. We are stiUworking out
some minor bugs but should be ready for some traveling this spring.

Thanks very much for your help on the rigging. We made the adjustments to the
airleron bell cranks, but as of this moment haven't had weather to test it. Probably
this afternoon we will find out.

Best Regards.

..~.
.y- ~----
Ron Menhorn

I-'"
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October 16, 1995
,

TO STARDUSTER CORPORATION

Hello Bill:

I write this letter with reluctance because when I last spoke
to you about my Starlet project in preparation for a first flight
you cautioned me on some "do's and don'ts "" One such caution
was "no fast taxiing". I was told that when I was ready to
go, advance the throttle to about 40 mph - get the tail up and
let the plane fly. Good advise, but let me tell you what
happened.

In the past two \veeks I had taxied several times up and down
the runway, tail down, and discovered that the plane would get
light on its feet at about 1200 rpm. I have a 0-235 (108 hp)
Lycoming, with a 72x50 Sensenich prop., total empty weight 694
lbs. Last week (10/4/95) I taxied to the runway intending to
do some faster taxiing than I previously had done. I advanced
the throttle, perhaps to quickly, and in a split second I was
15-20 feet in the air, drifting right toward the hangers. I
apparently over corrected to the left, tried to compensate back
right and just that quick I stalled in from about 15-20 feet.
The plane hit right wing first, than left and apparently was
nose high because the nose came down and buried the prop blade
about a foot and a half into soft soil. The aircraft was damaged
beyond repair. Two plus years and several thousand dollars
are down the drain. Total incident lasted probably less than
a minute and covered a distance of about 400 feet. Everything
was within the confines of a private airport, in the
country, south of Seattle.

Fortunately (or unfortunately) a farmer in the next field
saw the whole thing, thought the worst and called 911 reporting
an airplane crash. The magical words "airplane crash" brought
everyone out including the FAA. There were no serious injuries
and no property damage. The FAA wrote up their accident report
as a "Taxiing incident". Case closed.

There was a time when farmers did not carry cellular phones.
If this farmer had not been keeping up with the times he would
not have been able to call in so quickly and the whole thing
would have gone unnoticed. I was immediately out of the plane,
walking around and shedding big tears, but he had already dialed
911. I don't fault him - it's possible that a matter of a minute
or two might have been the difference between life and death.
He has since apologized because he brought a lot of attention
to the airport and a lot of needless press. I did get a cut
on the leg that required hospital attention but other than that
I was not hurt. Pride does not count in this evaluation of
injury.
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If you are a religious person you may agree with my rational
that my guardian angle was watching out for me. When the nose
of the plane impacted, the weight of the prop and engine caused
the engine to break from the mount. I had a dynafocal mount
and the breaks occurred at the welds or the tubing tore free
from the air frame. When I bought my project I received the
welded up mount with the purchase. I guess that it is possible
that I could have been at several hundred feet, at some time
in the future, doing stalls or other stressful maneuvers (I'm
not an aerobatic type) and the engine mount could have failed.
Results might have been disastrous for myself or another person
who may have purchased the plane from me. So - while I am out
a little now, perhaps I have been saved a lot.

I send you this information now for two reasons, assuming
that it will make the newsletter.

First - I would caution all Starlet builders to heed and
obey your words. The Starlet sets on a high gear, the tail
is low and there is a lot of incidence in the wing in this
configuration. If there is any speed involved it is important
that the tail gets up. I discovered that the speed, in my case,
did not have to be much over the normal taxi speed as I faced
into the wind.

,
Second - While my plane is not rebuildable I do have several

salvageable pieced and parts. If there are Starlet builders
that would be interested in cutting their build time I may have
some things that they can use. Perhaps I can ease the sting
of a complete financial loss. If there is interest I can furnish
a list of pieces and parts that would be available.

Al Lau
16461 54th Ave. S.

Seattle, WA 98138
(206-431-9732)
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Danny Miller's (601)832-5600 . 436-9000 . 452-5400
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DAN MILLERS FIRST FLIGHT OF
N20PD OVER GULFPORT M6
ALSO ON THE GROUND AT HO¥~
BASE PICTURES ABOVE AND BELOW
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~ Robert & Cynthia Griffin
2444 Henn-Hyde Rd. N.E.
Warren, OH 44484

Hi Bill,

Thank you for including N507RG in the Jan. 96 Starduster Magazine. I'm sorry for not
keeping you up to date, but now that the full force of Ohio's winter is upon us I fmallyhave the
time.

As you stated in the newsletter N507RG flew for the fIrst time Aug. 6 1995 at 7:30 pm. The
test flight went well, with no surprises and was one if the most exciting experiences I've ever had.

I've always loved bi-planes and as biplanes go the Stardust~r II has to be one of the most
beautiful to ever grace the skies, thank you, Mr. Stolp. I didn't really think I had the skills to build
a plans only airplane, so I forgot about the Starduster for a number of years. Although I had
considered purchasing a completed Starduster, I wanted something I had a hand in creating. I
decided to try a kitplane fIrst and completed a Kitfox IV serial # 1484 N582RG in Aug. of 93 after
23 months and 800-1000 hrs. The Kitfox flew great and after about 80hrs offlying, good old
Gerry Rhinehart comes along with news of a Starduster II project in Trade-A-Plane.

Jerry even offered to ride along to inspect the project, (what a guy). N507RG was begun in
Larry McDonald's shop and work was very nice. So with a few phone calls to Bill Clouse
(Thanks Bill) and some encouragrnent from Jerry, I brought the project home. I started working
on it the day I got it home and I quickly discovered I needed something else; more money, so I
sold the Kitfox and got serious. In about 10 months it was signed off and ready to fly. Oh sure
there were problems, like a 0 since majored engine that needed a complete overhaul anyway at a
substantial unplanned for cost and a few other hurdles. Luckily my wife is very understanding of
my passion, besides she likes to fly too. All I can say is it was worth every penny and every hour
of work because it is an absolute ball to fly.

N507RG is powered by a Lycoming 0-360 A4A a solid crank, carbureted 180 hp. It weight
1,138Ibs empty, has a 30 gal fuel capacity, cruises at 124-130mph at 2450rpm, climbs 1200+fpm
with a Sensenich 76-60 fIxed pitch prop. It is equiped with a bosch 55 amp alternater, a gel cell
battery, basic VFR instruments, with 3position strobes, King Ky-97 com, KT76 Transponder with
encoder, with a Garman 90 handheld G.P.S. for navigating. The plane is covered with Stits
(polyfIber) and fInished in international orange with Eagle Blue trim with white accent in
Aerothane. The best thing about the Starduster II is that it is a very docile, honest and easy to fly
airplane, especially when compared to some other biplanes. I absolutely love it.

Since winter came to North East Ohio very early and has been intense I've only been able to
put about 27 hrs on 507RG. But even a 17 degree day wasn't enough to keep Jerry Rhinehart
from going for a open cockpit ride, last weekend.

I have alot of people to thank for N507RG starting with Mr. Stolp, for dessigning such a fme
airplane. Thanks to Larry McDonald for starting the project and allowing me to purchase and
complete it. My wife Cindy for putting up with my long hours in the garage, (International orange
garage). My dad and my brother for their help and support, Jerry Rhinehart for convincing me to
take the plunge, Ken Gibson whose hanger Jerry and I have been trashing, as well as many EAA
members fo their support. Also thanks Bill Clouse and staff for keeping Stardusters going and
producing a fIne newsletter that I really look forward to getting.

I hope to get to meet some other Starduster owners and builders a Wautoma 9b.Jerry and I and
a couple other local Starduster Too's plan on departing North East Ohio for Wautoma this
summer, so if anyone is interested in joining the flight we would be glad to have you. If anyone
is interested please give me a call at (216) 856-4644.

"

Thanks

Sincerely Robert L. Griffm
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BOB GRIFFINS NEW STARDUSTER TOO
N50?RG AT HOME BASE WARREN OHIO

N570RG WITH BOB AND CINDY GRIFFIN
CINLY HAS BEEN GREAT IN SUPPORTING
BOB DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF N5?ORG 33



STARDUSTER HISTORY
N7691 THE STARDUSTER TOO BUILT BY HARRY DELICKER

"

N7691 was started in late 1969 and first flew in February of 1972 , it was also one of thefirst
three airplanes that had ~ixcylindet engines. The first was Lou Stolps prototype N1300S, 0470-
230 Hp Continental. Followed by Paul Dechamps N14l57, 00 480 275 Hp Lycoming and Hany
Delickers N7691 0540 235 Hp Lycoming the engine coming from a Pawnee spray plane. Hany
originally had a shop at Flabob, but moved to Strathmore, California during the mid 1960's and
was their for a number of years before moving to his present Porterville location. Hany has a
company called Del-Air, he is an LA. He also told me that he would work on most anything
aviation related as long as the customer would pay him and at one time worked on an original
design air car, has restored many antique airplanes and continues to do all types of maintenance
repair and aircraft recovering. This is one thing his wife was know for her covering xpertise. As
she had always helped him in this part of the business.

During the early 70's Hany built a number of fuselages for Starduster Toos the most notable
one was N69JY Big Red built by Jim Young. Hany did all of the steel work and rigged the
airplane which eventually became the Oshkosh Grand Champion in 1975. Hany was also working
on a slightly larger Starduster Too about 10% that was to be powered with a 300 Hp Lycoming
radial It is still not finished, but he still has it along with another 540 powered Starduster Too
project that is also pretty well along. But getting back to N769l the airplane was and still is
painted orange with black trim, it wonmany awards in Central California at Airshows and Fly-Ins
during the early 1970's and still is a fine example of the plans built Starduster Too. In late 1975
the airplane was sold to two brothers in the San Diego area and was later taken to Texas by one of
them and in the early 1980's was sold again to Jim Moore of Port Arthur, Texas, but was based at
Orange, Texas during this time. Someone ground looped the airplane getting the wing tip and also
taking the gear off as it was replaced by one of the older style landing gears that was farther
forward apparently no one bothered to check and see if there was a later design. Because when
Harry first built the airplane he moved the gear back. He also was one of the first to question the
CO numbers and came up with the same solutions as did Jim Osborne and everyone else at the
time. However N7691 had a heavier engine that helped solve CO problems on N769 1.

During the mid 1980s Hany got a call from the current owner of N7691 Jim Moore. Asking
him about the airplane and if he would be interested in doing some recovering and repainting the
airplane and of course he said yes. Eventually going back there to pick it up. Hany rebuilt the
cockpit area, instrument panels, floor boards and only recovered the fuselage and one of the lower
wing panels. He did however get to deliver the airplane back to Texas. It was during this time on
one of my trips south I stopped by Porterville to visit with Hany and was able to take some
pictures of N7691 when it was all apart. Also in Hany's shop at the time there were several
Starduster Too projects. As Hany still has not only steeljigs for all Starduster Too Steel parts. He
still has a warm and fuzzy feeling for the airplane. And at one time like myself entertained the
idea of owning Starduster Corporation with even the idea of certifYingthe airplane in a four and
six cylinder version. However better sense prevailed. Not much is known as to the history of
N7691 during its time in Texas it was purchased by Terry Thayer of Eaton Rapids, Michigan.
During the early 1990s and on the way North stopped at Bartlesville for the Biplane Fly-In. I have
since met Terry on several occasions at OshkoshlWautoma in 1993 and again in 1995. He had
some questions about landing techniques and also gave my son Dan a ride in it this last summer at
Wautoma. The airplane appears to be in not only good shape, but in good hands and is a fine
example of the Starduster Too and for being over 24 years old. Looks as beautiful as ever, good
luck Terry. I look forward to flying with you again.

"

~.-.~
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COpy LETTER GETTING STARTED
BUILDING A STARDUSTER TOO

...-
Enclosed is the information you asked for. I am certainly glad to see that you are

investigating all the information regarding the Starduster Too before jumping in. .Most
people do not take the time to do so, which is why there are so many unfinished projects
around.

I am also glad that you were able to visit Bill Clouse at Starduster Corporation so that
you have some idea as to what it is about and I Was glad to hear .that you enjoy the
magazine. I haven't had anyone ask for there money back yet (regarding subscription)
and we nowhaveover40.0.subscribers. It is howevera goodwayto keepin contactwith
the many builders and owners of these fine aircraft.

As for ideas about getting started, my suggestion is to purchase a project that someone
else has started and given up on. This is usually the best way (providing they have done
quality work). Starduster Too projects typically go for between $3,0.0.0.to $12,0.0.0..The
idea is to get the most for your money in parts and workmanship.

There is nothing wrong with building from scratch. But most builders generally do
not have the time, money or know how to build cheaply. Having a place to work that is
convenient, being able to do all your own work and knowing what and what not to buy is
the difference. If you buy everything at list price over the counter you will probably have
at least $20.,0.0.0.in the airplane not including the engine.

Finished and flying Starduster Toos generally go for around $25,0.0.0.to $35,0.0.0.
depending on condition, engine, time and avionics and unfortunately you can pay a lot
for a bad one that looks pretty.

Building time for the average dedicated builder I.E. Three weekends a month and at
least 3 nights a week can mean the difference between finishing one in 3 to 5 years or
spending less time over a longer period.

These are some of the reasons I recommend buying a project, as in many cases you
can buy parts, hardware and material and components at yesterdays prices with the labor
thrown in.

As far as doing it this way you probably won't save any money, in fact it might even
cost you more, but if you can get started now, with just a few parts at a time and keep
adding to them as well as continue building at a constant rate, eventually you will have a
Starduster Too. The engine and the flying wires are the two big ticket items. The ideal
engine is the 20.0.hp Lycoming, it has the most horsepower available for the least amount
of weight. There are however still some good buys in the 0540. Lycoming engines. The
180.hp Lycoming is the smallest hp engine I would install in the airplane. But, the
sooner you buy some parts and get started the sooner you will fly. Once you have the
basic wings, fuselage and materials for the major components, there is a lot of work you
can do without spending a lot of money.

I do not know how close Minot, NO is to you, but Al Pietch of Pietch Flying Service
FBO, AG, Acro and Starduster Too builder might be someone to talk to in your area
(phone 70.1-852-40.92).

Also keep looking in Trade-A-Plane in the experimental section for projects and parts,
best source, and of course Starduster Magazine, my stuff is old though compared to
Trade-A-Plane and buy as much stuff as possible from Starduster Corporation. Well
good luck, let me know of your progress.

~ "
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16THANNUAL
STARDUSTER OPEN HOUSE

When: May 3rd,4thand 5thof 1996.

Where: Oroville Municipal Airport (OVE)
in Northern California located on the San Fancisco sectional.

Why : Fly, Food, Fun and Friendship.

r'"
\~ "fif

We wouldlike to fill Orovillewithbiplanes,Stardusters,Acrodusters,V-Stars,S~lets or
any other homebuilt enthusiast We would like to see you there with your airplane. Come
help us celebrate our 16thanniversmy.Please join us for a weekend of fun. Camping will
be allowed on the airport. This event will be hosted by the City of Gold EAA Chapter
1112ofOroville, California.

Please let us know if you plan on attending especially for banquet reservations:
Howard Fairbanks should be contacted as soon as possible with the number in your party.

Bill Clouse 1-800-833-9102 Southern California. President Starduster Corp.
Dave Baxter 503-639-8792 Oregon. Editor of Starduster Magazine.
Les Homan 510-516-1094 Bay Area contact
Dix Mackey 916-532-0919 EAA Chapter 1112President.
Howard Fairbanks 916-533-8303 EAA Chapter 1112City of Gold events Chairman.

Fax 916-533-6244

Reservations should be made in advance.

THE FOLLOWINGIS A PARTIALLISTINGOF OROVILLEAREA MOTELS.

*- Travelodge 800-578-7878 or 916-533-7070 FAX 916-532-0402
VillaMotel(AAA) 916-532-0402
GrandManorInnBestWestern 800-528-1234or 916-533-9673 FAX- 916-533-5862

r
'-.A

31-

OROVILLEMUM.OVE. 199'. £'1\ DT556't;;:\
3SW. (lAP).3go29.5'N1210 ~ W
37.0'W. (916) 533-1313. DT'~R
Attdays;ngts on req. FaG-460 -t ..
100.55. Ben..KORV1340 Golf "" . '*
O. 1900/1; ARR:No strght- Course .,...
in apch. PCL: 122.8 - 12130'!il ~.

CTAF APC/OEP . ~
U-122.8 Sacramento

125.4@

VOR FREORADN~
MXW110.0D051130
MYV110.~~37G 22

~~

Lets have a safe and enjoyable event so please
no low passes or unusual attitudes in the vicinity
of the airport or over the City of Oroville.



16th ANNUAL
STARDUSTER OPEN HOUSE

When: May 3rd, 4th and 5th of 1996.

Where: Oroville Municipal Airport (OVE)
in Northern California approximently 60 NM north of Sacramento,

California and 20 NM NE of Sutter Butte.

Tenitive Scheduel of events:

Friday May 3M-Early arrivivals parking and registration. Members ofEAA Chapter 1112 will be on hand to
assist and greet.

Friday May 3M- Evening 5:00 to 9:00pm. Local EAA Chapter 1112host Spaghetti dinner, snacks and
drinks in Dix Mackey's Hanger with donations to offset expenses.

Saturday May 4th-Early Morning. Dawn patrol from Orovitle to WillowsGlenn Co Airport (WLW) for a
special Starduster breakfast. Briefing at 5:45am, take off at 6:00am, breakfast at 6:30am.

,
Saturday May 4th-Mid Morning to Mid Afternoon. More arrivialslocal flying,rides, use ofDix Mackey's
hanger for informal aviation folklore also food drink and brunch? For those unable to make the dawn patrol.
Tenitive plans are for an organized flight over the city and up to Lake Orovitle and back to the airport. This
hopefully will include a photo mission.

Saturday May 4th - Afternoon. For those not interested in all the aviation events, a free houseboat tour of

some of thzmore interesting points around Lake Oroville will be avail~le departing from the airport in the
afternoon. I But we will need to know how many people would attend.

Saturday May 4th - Evening 6:00pm. Banquet and awards. Place to be announced. Food: chicken or steak,
salad, garlic bread, desert and drinks approximent cost $14.00 per person. Early reservation for those
planning on attending are a must. After dinner there will be awards and entertainment hopefully a colorful
speaker regarding aviation knowlage and folklore. This should be a very enjoyable experience.

Sunday May 5th- Mid Morning. More rides for the locals. Say our goodbyes and launch for home. Perhaps
some orgianized departures.

Please Note EAA Chapter 1112 and a number of sponsers from the City of Gold Oroville,Californiawill be
co-hosting this event. And not only do they want us to come they will be doing everythingin their power to
make our visit an enjoyable one. So please thank all the locals and let them know you appreciate their effort.

For additional information please contact:

Howard Fairbanks 916-533-8303 or FAX 916-533-6244 Events Chairman EAA Chapter 1112 City of Gold
Bill Clouse 1-800-833-9102 President Starduster Corporation
Dave Baxter 503-63<;)-8792Editor Starduster Magazine

)8



From: FAIRBANKS PHONE No. : 916 533 6244 Feb.05 1996 1:44PM P01
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DATE:

TO:

FebruAry 6, 1996

David Baxter
FAX 603~626-2497

fROM~ Howard FaIrbanks, Vioc Prc$ldent, EAA ChaptAr , 1 '\2
FAX 916-633-6244

SUBJECT: MOlel Accommodations for Friday, May 3& Saturday MAY 4

TRAVELODOE
680 OrQDam Blvd.
OrovlUe, CA 96966
800.578-7678 916-533-7070
FAX 916-532-0402
(70 uni18)
Continental breakfast included

VlUA MOttL (AM),527 Feather River Blvd.
OroviUe, CA 95965
916-633.3930
(20 units)

BEST WESTERN GRAND MANOR
1470 Feathor Rivor Blvd.
OrovUle, CA 06966
800-628-1 234 916-633-9673
FAX 916--533-6862
(54 units)
Continental breakfast included

1 person, 1 bed $45 *
2 pereonQ, '\ bed 5'0 ..
2 person$, 2 bede. 66*

.wlll dIscount this price by 100/. for
6 or more rooms'

1 pcr$on, 1 bod $40
2 persona, 1 bed 42
2 persons, 2 beds 46

2 queen beds
1 king bed
2 king bods

$69
69
69

j I would recommend the Travelodge as your "hefotdquarters". Since it has lecently
undergone renovation, we inspected the rooms and feel they will best meet the
needs of your group. The Villa motel i~ allso it good choice - It Is an older motel,
but very clean. The Best Western Is the newest motel, but so far haV$ been unable
LOget a group rate $Ince we must deal with their Redding office.

Please Identity yourself as part of the .St8rdust6IS. group for theae rates. Any
problems, please call me at 916-633-8303 or fax 918-533-62«.

39
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HOWARDT FAIRBANKS
Registration Fonn - Please mail to Poo. BOX 1977

OROVILLE CA 95965

REGISTRATION IS NOT REQUIRED BUT
WOULD BE HELPFUL,AND yOU DONT HAVE
TO PAY UNTILL YOU ARRIVE.ALL WE ARE
TRYING TO DO IS COME UP WITH SOKE
NUMBERS ESPECIALLY FOR THE BANQUET.

FAX 916-533-6244

STARDUSTERS
OPEN HOUSE

May 3-5 1996
Oroville, California

Registration No.

Name: Anival Date:

Names of Spouse Or Other familymembers:
~~

Address:

city, State, Zip:

Home Phone: BusinessPhone:

EAA Member: Yes No Chapter Name & Number:

F1ying: Yes No Type or Aircraft: N

Camping: _Yes - No

Friday spaghetti dinner~ Yes No Number of people ($3.00)

Saturday breakfast: WillowsAirport - OrovilleAirport(EAA) ($3.00) Number of people

Saturday afternoon 2 hr. Houseboat:- Yes No Number of people (Free)

Saturday banquet: Yes No Number of people ($11.50)

Sunday breakfast: Yes No Number of people ($3.00)
,,--

~
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PORTERVILLE AIRPORT

1893 S. NEWCOMB

PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA 93257

January 7, 1996

TE RELEA

.r

46th Annual Porterville Moonlite Fly-In and Airshow
Porterville Municipal Airport

Friday, June 14 & Saturday, June 1 5, 1996

Now in their 46th year, the Porterville Moonlite Fly-In and Airshow is the
longest running fly-in in the United States. And as always this event will
have something for everyone to enjoy. Static display aircraft of all types,
a thrilling airshow, live entertainment, great food and dancing under the
stars. Plan to join us for food, fun and flyin' at the 46th Annual
Porterville Moonlite Fly-In and Airshow!

For more information please call PAPA president, MichaelMcMasterat
(209) 535-4510 or write to PAPAat 1893 S. Newcomb Ave., Porterville,
CA93257.
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70 HOURS TT & SMOH (CHROME) ON LYCOMING 0-320 / 160HP
CHRISTIAN FUEL AND INVERTED OIL SYSTEMS

VAL MX-11 RADIO / KT-78 TRANSPONDER W/MODE C ENCODER
FUSELAGE AND WING TANKS (TOTAL 40 + GAL.)

$30,000

Bill Ewertz '10 Specht Rd. I Sonoma CA. 95476
(707) 938-1465

,

FOR SALE
mGD PEBFOIUUN~E BIPlANE

Super Starduster I Acroduster I design
"Pactory built" kit by Starduster - Bill

Dick Green
Great competition I sport acro plane

(good thru IAC Advanced)
Cover plane:

SPORT AAEROBATICS Dec. 1984
HOMEBUILT A/C Sept. 1983

Clouse; Tom and

325 hrs. AF/E smoh
200+ HP Lycoming IO 360 angle valve by FWF
high compression pistons
solid flange acro crank, uprated rods
Sensinich prop, nearly new
smoke (not installed)
Terra hand held
B , C starter
symmetric wings and ailerons

55 mph stall, 175+ mph, easier to land than a pitts
will outfly anything in this price range

$27.5 Dick Heath
602 870-1627 eves.
602 942-1630 Fax

flt:J47 /V. I~ tf.A~

PHX, AZ f~o 2-(42
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CLAS~SIFIEDS
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ADVERTISING CLOSING DATES: DEtE~BER I, MARCH I, JUNE I AND SEPTEMPER I.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES'$3.00 PER COLUMN INCH. MINIMUMCHARGE $300
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO STOLP STARDUSTER CORPORATION. THANK YOU

ACRODUSTER, 840TT, 0-360A4A, Christen
inverted fuel and oil, gell cell, smoke, Icom radio,
parachute, set up fo competition aerobatics,
$18,000. (405) 282-4250, eves - (405) 282-
6792, FAX-(405) 282-3130.

1978 STARDUSTER TOO, 180HP Lyc.,
550TT, 250 SMOH, Com Radio w/txp./enc:,
Loran, intercom, (209) 665-7319. $27,000.

260 HP STARDUSTER TOO, 250 TTAESN,
out ofIicense needs work, may be trade, deliver,
? (216) 847-0865.

VERY NICE'72 STARDUSTER TOO, 205hp
" Continental, 800-SMOH, inverted, KY-196 Com

and intercom, open cockpits, in Colorado.
$20,000: (970) 484-8578.

1979 STARDUSTER TOO, STUNNING. 442
TTSN, 200hp Lycoming,Hartzell VP prop, 130
TSO VHF Com, intercom, fresh annual, $38,000
US/OBO. UK +441843860866.

PARTING OUT STARDUSTER TOO flying
wires, controls, hardware, tail group, 10540
parts, many Cessna aircraft parts, Scott tailwheel.
Scott Patrick, (208) 383-3323.

STOLP STARLET, 65hp, 14hrsTTAE, King
Nav/Com, $34,000 invested,best offer over
$12,000. Pictures available.(906) 774-8934.
Beautiful.

STOLP STARLET PARTS, wing lift struts,
cabanes, controls, tanks,center section, tail
wires, gear with wheels, brakes, turtle deck,
fuselage, empennage and wings damaged. $1900.
(206) 431-9732.

ACRODUSTER TOO PROJECT, on gear with
engine mounted and all instruments 10360-AlA
andacro prop. Wings and fuselage ready for
cover. $21,500. (770) 228-191~.

ACRODUSTER TOO PROJECT, wing kit,
fuselage Oilgear with taii teathers, turtle deck,
most materials to complete airframe. $4800.
(910) 367-7646 days; (910) 367-5239 nights.

STARDUSTER TOO, COMPLETE
construction, engine mounted, on wheels, ready
for covering, no wires, Continental E-185-205,
415hrs, (316) 721-0550 or (316) 269-4350.

STARDUSTER TOO, almost completed project.
Covered and has been rigged, includesSS wires,
cockpit instruments, etc. Motivated seller. Call
for more details Ray (501) 753-7286.

STARDUSTER TOO, 487.7 TTAF, 548.3
TSMOH, too much to list, call for details. Test
flown9/82.Days (505) 842-7070; (505) 831-
6229 eves.

STARDUSTER TOO, 10-360, CSP, canopy,
650 TT, full inv., 40 gal. fuel, everything FWF
new in '94 Call for details. $38,000. (619) 598-
9841.

ACRODUSTER ONE PROJECT, wings, landing
gear, wheels, brakes, nose bowl, wheel pants,
fuselagematerials, lots extras, $2000. (319) 392-
4178 evenings.

WANTED: STARDUSTER ONE, flying.
electronics, hangered. logs, hopefullySE area.
Call Bill at (904) 678-6896. Willreturn your call
for details.

STARDUSTER TOO, 460 hrs.AJC, 350 hrs

engine since new, 220 Franklin, fixed pitch prop,
720 Nav/Com, King Xponder. with Mode "C"
New ELT, good Vox intercom Cessna Gear,
Cleveland brakes, Gen .AJCcondit on excellent,

good records. $27,500 Will take Bakeng Duce
or Champ in trade (208) 46'/-6924

- :"'"

AS ALWAYS YOUR ORDERS WILL RECEIVE QU~ PROMPT ATTENTION. QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND WORKMANSHIPAT A COMPETITIVE PRICE.
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